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Provides details on the relationship between meals and such disorders seeing that Crohn's disease, diverticulitis, and
celiac disease, and will be offering a collection of recipes following principles of the Specific Carbohydrate Diet.
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If you are fed up with being sick-FOLLOW THE DIETARY PLAN! I was looking for my copy of the book as We thought I had
given away my last copy. I bought my first copy in 1994 to help my husband who had had to endure UC for over 10
years. We had tried everything. Let me make it clear to those of you who think the dietary plan is too restrictive. If you
have been ill enough for long enough this diet will end up being your Godsend. Those of you who believe you cannot
perform it need to suffer longer I assume. Here is my estimation on Cure – in the event that you drink alcohol and obtain
drunk, what is the cure for being drunk? He became ill at age 40, seriously therefore. Bleeding and cramping and could
not be from a bathroom at all. It's the best way to deal with my illnesses bc meds alone usually do not work for me.
Chicken soup, gelatin, 24 hours yogurt has done miracles. He looked and acted hideous on this as well as a great many
other medications. This yeast infection and SIBO appears to be sticking around, although Coconut Essential oil seems to
make it better. Our life was a wreck due to this disease. After realizing that these poisons where not going to help I
started to research on the web (I've an MD from Google now) and discovered this book. 1 month in and almost all of my
symptoms are gone and I gained 6 pounds. They also did a test on him for celiac which returned detrimental in 1980 .
That sums it up. as well. It's very very strict - one should be incredibly significant about taking on this responsibility of
earning these changes to the way they approach food in this manner - but it's completely worth it. Two Stars Seems to
be intended for gluten free. Which makes sense. The SCD diet plan is a great thing and I am glad that author decided to
share this knowledge with the world. I cooked for him and baked for him. I was the lifeline. I’m still shaking my mind. My
doctor says there is no ‘cure’ for Crohns which I have heard for a long time. I learned to make everything. He was lucky,
but I was struggling too right along with him. I ate what he ate. You could find also out about why the dietary plan work
on the website. It has been 20 years and he is just great. She makes such a big deal about how important it is to
rigorously follow the restrictions, but there is a short chapter about how to actually put the dietary plan into practice in
fact it is a jumbled mess. When you are that ill you have to prevent all grains and starches to get well. That is what
people hardly understand. Ironically, It really is now myself who's battling with IBS and I anticipate going back again on
the dietary plan to heal myself. Very good information. It has been a God-send! If you are tired of medications and
doctors that cannot assist you to, follow this diet! Crohns, SIBO, yeast infection, diarrhea, hemorrhoids, ER
appointments. Saved my life. Plenty of sigmoidoscopies, and colonoscopies. I purchased this book 3 ½ months ago and
going back 2 ½ months, I have been trying the SCD that the author, Elaine Gottshall, developed. This year I have lost 30
pounds from a Crohns flare, I look like I am dying. It Is a Diet for Healing First off, This is my first paperback purchase
from Amazon. Don’t ever consider Cipro , ever. It's an extremely personalized diet and it makes that clear - not just one
size fits all. good Doctor suggested I purchase this book. 15 years on Imuran so far has been without the problems, but
who knows what is lurking for me (cancer?). At one point he was 90 pounds and on the verge of death. He spent per
month in a healthcare facility recovering. He was drug dependent and nothing really was working. He just ate what I
served. Anyone with Crohns has noticed that there is no cure. My husband and I had suffered a long time and easily had
only found this publication sooner it would have ended sooner. Remedy may be the wrong word, simply don’t drink
alcohol and you gained’t be drunk. If you consume food and it causes all sort of digestive pains, what's the treatment for
these pains? Treatment may be the wrong word; just don’t consume foods that harm you. Simple concept, unless you are
like me and all meals seems to hurt. This book tells you why you could be hurting and gives you a diet plan to correct
that. This is a list of SOME of the many types of food that are unlawful on the SCD: sugars (honey and saccharin allowed,
but probably not stevia that your author states has a molecular framework resembling a steroid), all grains, starch
(including many vegetables and beans), liquid dairy, some cheeses, soy, processed foods, canned vegetables, many foods
that have additives, beer, and for individuals who bake no yeast or baking powder, and the list continues on. now I live in
my kitchen, which is better than living in pain. Plenty of meds were attempted, prednisone, which includes its own
special group of side effects, just like the "moon face". Almond flour bread in fact taste good. I have Crohns AND colitis
(I was an anomaly of sorts) and also a number of other autoimmune ailments. When I found this book after 15 years of
suffering it was not hard to decide to try it as I had attempted everything else and I've always thought in diet, I just had
not really found the correct one until this. It is also my fault for not taking my health even more seriously and trusting
available of medication. If you want to find out if a food is ok to eat, you have to search through the narrative



paragraphs where she rambles on about different foods with hardly any order. I understand he could not did this without
my help. However, the book that she has written about this great concept helps it be very difficult to put it into practice.
Most of the book talks about eating this way works. He right now can consume rice, corn and oats without problems too
he simply cannot consume wheat or gluten. Miss the book, just go directly to the website. The index is terrible.My
recommendation, miss the book and just go to the Breaking the Vicious Cycle website and look at the legal/illegal foods
lists, which is much less complicated to use that this book. It had taken over 2 yrs to completely log off all meds and
prevent the diarrhea and bleeding . Useful details. THEREFORE I dug out my aged copy and am getting ready. SCD Is
Fantastic for Autoimmune/Chronic Illness - Take Charge of YOUR DAILY DIET! This book and the dietary plan it describes
has saved me more than once. Why didn’t I discover this sooner, oh I understand why because my doctor who is an
‘expert’ on digestive problems doesn’t ever want to talk about diet. The SCD helps me get my gut and my body back on
track when I stray too far off from the essential diet I should be sticking to which handles my autoimmune responses
(betrayals!). Working was hard. Elaine Gottshell and her work is invaluable to those with my condition, people that have
autism and so many more who suffer from conditions that affect the immune system and so are irritated by the gut. Not
merely does this explain the diet in detail, but it explains the mechanics and reasons for why it works looked after
provides useful dishes to check out as you progress through the program. I am sure in a few circumstance it will save
your valuable life(anthrax), or in case you are like me you will need to take your own existence because of the miserable
side effects. But it offers you options to utilize and teaches you how exactly to integrate brand-new foods into your diet
after 1st removing all elements to begin with. They wished to remove his colon finally. SCD ISN'T a Diet for Weight Loss;
I was put on Cipro (antibiotic) which made everything worse and I think caused my SIBO and yeast infection. I purchased
it used for $7.39 from ClickGoodwill in Indianapolis through Amazon. The book came rapidly and was in superb form. I
am a Kindle Reserve buyer, but I decided to buy this in paperback since it has about 80 pages of recipes. This has ended
up being both an assessment of the book and the precise Carbohydrate Diet (SCD). I don’t think I've ever written a
review for anything. During the month that I had not been on the dietary plan, I was trying to eat up all of the “illegal
foods” in my frig and pantry—and that’s a whole lot (I also gave bags of staples apart). I hate to make; Nice Sorry, I did
not be sure you score this. EXCELLENT Resource, an absolute must have! This book is so good that people bought more
copies and had them shipped to relatives. It really is such a great resource! Following the diet, yes you do not get to eat
junk anymore, but you'll be eating healthy, genuine food, not processed garbage. In one WEEK my husband stated that
he no more felt achy and tired on waking up. He gets up prior to the alarm, and offers observed that he now has a good
energy level during the day with no peaks and valleys. My husband is now 71 and hale and hearty. If you have celiac,
chrons, diverticulitis or general tummy difficulty you may want to give this a try. They Immediately lost all credibility.
We usually said no. Not what I wanted. Ideal for the 70’s perhaps ?! I function in healthcare, naturopathic. I exposed the
book and saw that they suggested adding saccharin to wine if you needed it sweeter!!? Seriously? Get up to speed! You
only have good wellness to gain! I became a member of the support group. Was then put on Remicade and it offered me
an anaphylactic shock, that was fun I thought I would die that day time. It is very informative and has helpful, good
recipes
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